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Screening of oscillating external electric field in atoms
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We study the screening of a homogeneous oscillating external electric field E0 in noble-gas atoms
using atomic many-body calculations. At zero frequency of the oscillations (ω = 0) the screened
field E(r) vanishes at the nucleus, E(0) = 0. However, the profile of the field E(r) is complicated,
with the magnitude of the field exceeding the external field E0 at certain points. For ω > 0 the field
E(r, ω) strongly depends on ω and at some points may exceed the external field E0 many times.
The field at the nucleus is not totally screened and grows with ω faster than ω2. It can even be
enhanced when ω comes close to resonance with a frequency of an atomic transition. This field
interacts with CP-violating nuclear electric dipole moments creating new opportunities for studying
them. The screening of the external field by atomic electrons may strongly suppress (or enhance
near an atomic resonance) the low energy nuclear electric dipole transitions.

PACS numbers: 31.15.A-,11.30.Er

I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear forces that violate the conservation of com-
bined charge-conjugation and parity (CP) produce CP-
violating nuclear moments that in turn may produce ob-
servable effects in atoms and molecules. The study of
these effects provides a powerful probe of new physics
beyond the Standard Model; see, e.g., reviews [1–5]. Ac-
cording to the Schiff theorem [6], the lowest-order CP-
violating moment, the nuclear electric dipole moment
(EDM), is unobservable in neutral atoms. Indeed, a neu-
tral atom (and its nucleus) is not accelerated in a ho-
mogeneous static external electric field. Considering the
nucleus to be point-like, the external electric field is com-
pletely screened at the nucleus by atomic electrons, and
the nuclear EDM has nothing to interact with.
This screening is a big obstacle in the study of CP-

violating nuclear forces. One has to go to higher-order
moments or include some small corrections. For exam-
ple, the screening is not complete if finite nuclear size is
taken into account [6]. Indeed, while the total force on
the nucleus is zero, the electric field does not have to van-
ish at each point across the nucleus. A convenient way
to consider this effect is by introducing the so-called nu-
clear Schiff moment which induces atomic and molecular
EDMs [7–10]. It can be roughly described as what is left
from the nuclear EDM when the screening of the exter-
nal electric field by electrons is taken into account. Refs.
[7, 8] considered the effect of the proton EDM. The Schiff
moments produced by CP-violating nuclear forces were
introduced and calculated for the first time in [9, 10].
Among other possibilities is the atomic EDM generated
by the nuclear magnetic quadrupole moment [9].
The electric field is not totally screened in ions. How-

ever, the strong constant electric field would remove ions
from the trap. Another possibility is to use an oscillating
electric field. It was stated in Ref. [11] that an oscil-
lating electric field is not totally screened in atoms and
may even lead to an enhancement of the field at the nu-
cleus when the frequency of the field oscillations is close

to the frequency of an atomic transition. In a recent
work [12], a formula was derived which states that the
screened oscillating field at the nucleus is proportional
to ω2αzz(ω), where ω is the frequency of the oscillat-
ing field and αzz(ω) is the dynamic polarizability of the
atom at this frequency. At sufficiently large frequencies
the screening is significantly reduced. The field at the
nucleus may even be enhanced in the resonance situation
when the frequency of the external field is close to the
frequency of an atomic transition.
In this paper we study the effect of screening of the ex-

ternal oscillating electric field in the noble-gas atoms nu-
merically using the relativistic time-dependent Hartree-
Fock method which is also known as the random-phase
approximation. We demonstrate that the numerical cal-
culations agree practically exactly with the formula for
the screened electric field at the nucleus from Ref. [12].
Thus we have checked that the problem of finding the
screened oscillating field in atoms is reduced to the calcu-
lations (or measurements) of the atomic dynamic polar-
izabilities. This in turn may lead to new ways of studying
nuclear EDMs. Another application is the calculation of
the effect of the electron screening on the probabilities of
the nuclear electric dipole transitions.
In this paper we have also calculated the screened elec-

tric field inside an atom at all distances. The screened
field oscillates and can actually exceed the external field.

II. CALCULATIONS

It has been shown in Ref. [12] that an external oscil-
lating electric field is screened at the atomic nucleus with
the value

E =
E0

Z

[

Zi − ω̃2α̃zz
]

, (1)

where E0 is the amplitude of an external field directed
along the z axis, Z is the nuclear charge, Zi is the ioniza-
tion degree, ω̃ = ω

e2/~ab
is the oscillation frequency ω in
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atomic units, α̃zz = αzz(ω)
a3
b

is the dynamic polarizability

of the atom αzz(ω) in atomic units, and ab is the Bohr
radius. For Zi = 0 and ω = 0, the field at the nucleus
is totally screened, E = 0, in agreement with the Schiff
theorem.
It is known that the Schiff theorem is fulfilled exactly

in the random-phase approximation (RPA) [11]. RPA
can be considered as a self-consistent Hartree-Fock ap-
proximation in a weak external field so that only terms
linear in the external field are kept. It is also known
that the RPA approximation gives very accurate values
for the atomic polarizabilities for noble-gas atoms (see,
e.g., Ref. [13] and below). This means that the use of
the RPA method for noble-gas atoms is a good starting
point for studying the screening of the external electric
field in atoms. Note that for the closed-shell atoms the
αzz polarizability in Eq. (1) is just the scalar polarizabil-
ity α0.

A. Random-phase approximation

We start from the Hartree-Fock equations for the
single-electron orbital ψa (atomic units, ~ = me = |e| =
1):

(Ĥ0 − ǫa)ψa = 0, (2)

Ĥ0 = cα · p+ (β − 1) c2 + Vnuc + V̂ .

Ĥ0 is the relativistic Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian, Vnuc ≈
−Z/r is the finite-size nuclear potential, ψa(r) is a four-
component Dirac spinor,

ψa(r) =
1

r

(

f(r)Ωκm
ig(r)Ω−κm

)

and V̂ is the self-consistent electronic potential

V̂ ψa(r) =
∑

b

∫

d3r′
ψ†
b(r

′)ψb(r
′)

|r− r′|
ψa(r)

−
∑

b

∫

d3r′
ψ†
b(r

′)ψa(r
′)

|r− r′|
ψb(r) (3)

where the index b enumerates the electrons in the core.
An applied weak periodic field

F̂ = f̂−iωt + f̂ †eiωt, (4)

modifies the atomic orbitals, adding to them small oscil-
lating corrections

ψ̃b = ψb + χbe
−iωt + ηbe

iωt, (5)

which can be found by solving the RPA equations

(Ĥ0 − ǫb − ω)χb = −(f̂ + δV̂ )ψb,

(Ĥ0 − ǫb + ω)ηb = −(f̂ † + δV̂ †)ψb, (6)

where δV̂ is the correction to the self-consistent Hartree-
Fock potential due to the external field. We consider the

case where f̂ is the electric dipole operator (in length

form f̂ = z). Equations (6) are solved self-consistently
for all states in the core.
Detailed equations for (6) can be found in [14, 15].

Briefly, we expand the χb and ηb in partial waves (χβ
and ηβ) with fixed angular momentum jβ and parity
π = (−1)lb+K for electric 2K-pole excitations where K

is the rank of f̂ (K = 1 for the electric dipole operator)
and |jb−K| ≤ jβ ≤ jb+K. The reduced matrix elements
required are

〈χα||δV̂ ||ψa〉

=
∑

bβ

〈κα||C
K ||κa〉〈κβ ||C

K ||κb〉

2K + 1
(7a)

(

RK(χαψb, ψaχβ) +RK(χαψb, ψaηβ)
)

+
∑

bβk

(−1)K+k〈κβ ||C
k||κa〉〈κb||C

k||κα〉

{

ja jβ k
jb jα K

}

Rk(χαψa, ψbηβ) (7b)

+
∑

bβk

(−1)K+k〈κb||C
k||κa〉〈κα||C

k||κβ〉

{

ja jb k
jβ jα K

}

Rk(χαψa, χβψb) (7c)

where b runs over core states and the β enumerate the
partial waves of their respective corrections. The reduced
spherical tensor matrix elements are defined by

〈κa||C
k||κb〉 = (−1)ja+

1/2
√

(2ja + 1)(2jb + 1)
(

ja jb k
−1/2 1/2 0

)

ξ(la + lb + k)

with ξ(n) = [(−1)n + 1]/2, while the radial Slater inte-
grals are defined

Rk(ψaψb, ψcψd) =

∫

dr
(

fa(r)fc(r) + ga(r)gc(r)
)

Y kψbψd
(r)

Y kψbψd
(r) =

∫

dr′
rk<
rk+1
>

(

fb(r
′)fd(r

′) + gb(r
′)gd(r

′)
)

,

where r< = min(r, r′) and r> = max(r, r′).

The conjugate equations 〈ηα||δV̂
†||ψa〉 are similar to

(7) but with χα → ηα and χβ ↔ ηβ exchanged. In this
work we are interested in the electric dipole polarizability,
hence K = 1.

B. Scalar polarizability

The dynamic scalar polarizability of a closed-shell
atom in the RPA method is given by

α0(ω) = −
1

3

∑

bβ

(

〈ψb||f̂ ||χβ〉+ 〈ψb||f̂ ||ηβ〉
)

(8)
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TABLE I. Static dipole polarizabilities of the noble-gas atoms
calculated using the RPA method, experimental values for the
polarizabilities, and the experimental positions of the first ex-
citation which gives the dominant contribution to the polar-
izability.

Atom α0 (a.u.) ~ω (cm−1)
RPA Expt. [22]

He 1.322 1.383759 (13) [16] 169087
Ne 2.380 2.66110 (3) [17] 134042
Ar 10.77 11.083 (2) [18] 93750
Kr 16.47 16.740 [19] 80917
Xe 26.97 27.292 [20] 68045
Rn 35.00 55989

where b runs over core states. Note that one can use
summation over a complete set of the single-electron basis
states |n〉 to calculate the corrections χb and ηb

χb =
∑

n

〈n||f̂ + δV̂ ||b〉

ǫb − ǫn + ω
|n〉, (9)

ηb =
∑

n

〈n||f̂ † + δV̂ †||b〉

ǫb − ǫn − ω
|n〉. (10)

This would lead to a more commonly used expression for
the dynamic polarizability of a closed-shell atom,

α0 = −
2

3

∑

bn

(ǫb − ǫn)〈b||f̂ ||n〉〈n||f̂ + δV̂ ||b〉

(ǫb − ǫn)2 − ω2
. (11)

Summation in (11) goes over occupied single-electron
states b and vacant states n. We do not use expres-
sions (9), (10) and (11) in the calculations of the present
work. However, having these expressions is useful for
a discussion of the polarizability behaviour near a reso-
nance (ω ≈ ǫn − ǫb).
The induced electric potential inside the atom can be

extracted from the direct term of (7a) as

δV (r) =
1

3

∑

bβ

〈κβ ||C
1||κb〉

(

Y 1
ψbχβ

(r) + Y 1
ψbηβ (r)

)

,

(12)
and the total screened electric field inside the atom is
given by

E(r) = E0 + ε(r) = E0

(

1 +
d

dr
δV (r)

)

. (13)

Note that the derivatives of Y 1
ψbψd

(r) can be expressed

d

dr
Y 1
ψbψd

(r) = −
2

r3

∫ r

0

r′
(

fb(r
′)fd(r

′)+gb(r
′)gd(r

′)
)

dr′

+

∫ ∞

r

(

fb(r
′)fd(r

′) + gb(r
′)gd(r

′)
)

/r′2 dr′.

Static dipole polarizabilities of the noble-gas atoms cal-
culated using the RPA equations (6) and (8) at ω = 0 are

FIG. 1. Dynamic plarizabilities of noble-gas atoms calculated
in the RPA approximation. Dots at ω = 0 show experimental
values for static polarizabilities.

presented in Table I and compared to the most accurate
experimental values. The difference is only a few per cent
and tends to be better for the heavier atoms. There is no
experimental value for Rn, however our calculated value
35.00 a.u. agrees within 5.5% with the value 33.18 a.u.
obtained in the more sophisticated coupled-cluster cal-
culations of Ref. [21]. Table I also presents experimen-
tal energies of the first excitation from the ground state
which gives the dominant contribution to the polarizabil-
ity at small frequency. These energies decrease in value
monotonically from He to Rn. This explains the larger
polarizabilities for the heavier atoms and their faster in-
crease with ω (see Fig. 1). Fig. 1 shows dynamic polar-
izabilities of the noble-gas atoms calculated in the RPA
method using Eqs. (6) and (8).

Fig. 2 shows the screened electric field on the nuclei
as a function of the frequency of the field oscillations.
Note the excellent agreement between the two methods
of calculation, using (1) or (13). For ω < 0.24 a.u. the
largest electric field on the nucleus is in the He atom, for
ω > 0.24 a.u. the largest field is in Xe and Rn. For most
of the noble-gas atoms (with an exception of Ne) the
screening is less than a tenth for ω > 0.3 a.u. (λ < 152
nm ). Note that the field can even be enhanced [12] when
its frequency comes close to a resonance with an atomic
transition. The numerical method used in this paper does
not allow us to come close to a resonance. Therefore, we
leave this for a future study.

In contrast to the formula (1) which gives the screened
electric field at one point, r = 0, the formula (13) gives
the screened electric field at any distance from the nu-
cleus. Fig. 3 shows the screened electric field in Xe at two
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FIG. 2. Screened electric field at the nuclei of He, Ne, Kr and
Xe as a function of the frequency of the field oscillations. Solid
line shows the result of the RPA calculations using formula
(13), dots come from formula (1) with the calculated dynamic
polarizability as in Fig. 1. The graphs for Ar and Rn are
not shown because they are similar to those for Kr and Xe,
respectively.
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FIG. 3. Screened external electric field in Xe as a function of
the distance (r is in atomic units). Dotted line corresponds
to ω = 0, solid line is for ω = 0.3 a.u.

values of the frequency, ω = 0 and ω = 0.3 a.u. The field
E = E0 at large distances and its screened value at short
distances is equal to what is given by formula (1). How-
ever, inside the atom the behaviour is very complicated,
reflecting the shell structure of the atom and oscillations
of the wave functions of external electrons. Note the

FIG. 4. Calculated screened external electric field at r = 0 in
Xe as a function of the iteration number.

strong enhancement of the peaks at ω > 0. This compli-
cated behaviour is a collective effect caused by the fine
tuning of electron orbitals affected by the external field
and the change in other orbitals. The collectiveness of
the effect is illustrated in Fig. 4. It shows the electric
field at the nucleus of the Xe atom at ω = 0 as a func-
tion of the iteration number. The iterations are used to
solve the RPA equations (6) starting from χ = 0 and
η = 0. Each iteration corresponds to the next order of
perturbation theory in the residual Coulomb interaction.
It takes about twenty iterations to get the correct field at
the nucleus. This illustrates that the effect is not pertur-
bative and has a collective nature. Similar pictures for
Tl+ were presented in our earlier work [11]. Note that
the figure captions were misplaced in that work.

For atoms other than the noble-gas atoms the corre-
lations between external electrons and between external
electrons and the core electrons play an important role
(see, e.g., [13, 23]). These correlations are not included in
the RPA calculations. This means that neither formula
(8) for the dynamic polarizability nor formula (13) for the
screened electric field are likely to give accurate results.
However, the formula (1) was obtained without any as-
sumptions about electron structure and should work well
for any atom. This reduces the problem of screening to
the problem of the dynamic polarizability of an atom
which can be found from calculations or measurements.

For atoms with total angular momentum J > 1 in the
ground state the scalar polarizability α0(ω) should be re-
placed by αzz(ω) (see Eq. (1)) which may have vector
and tensor contributions. Calculation of the polarizabil-
ities can be performed to very high accuracy for atoms
with few valence electrons above closed shells (see, e.g.,
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[13, 24]). However, even for atoms with more compli-
cated electron structure, e.g. for atoms with an open
f -shell, the polarizabilities can still be calculated with
reasonably good accuracy [25, 26].
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